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To destroy the enemy, she will become the enemy.Everything has been taken from Annika â€” her

family, her friends, and even her freedom â€” by the vampires who enslaved her in the hidden

kingdom of the Vale. But now she possesses a magical ring that contains Geneva, the most

powerful witch in the world, and sheâ€™s ready for revenge.When Prince Jacen invites vampire

princesses from all over the world to the palace to compete for his hand in marriage, Annika finds

her chance. By commanding Geneva to turn her into a vampire princess, she can try to win the cold

heart of the prince who betrayed her and left her for dead. Can she keep the emotions she used to

feel for Jacen in check? Because if her deception works and she becomes his bride, sheâ€™ll have

full access to the palace... and she can destroy the Vale from the inside.But with powerful players

vying for control of the ring, and a dark magic rising outside the kingdom, thereâ€™s far more at

stake than just the crown.Return to the magical world of the Vale in the second book of The

Vampire Wish series and get ready for twists and turns that youâ€™ll never see coming!
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So I love this book gives u romance and Acton at the same time ahhh can't wait till the next book

kinda reminds me of the bachelor but paranormal how ever instead of a Queenie scared girl she

pretty kick butt girl only downside was I wish the book was longer but love love the series so far.

This is the second book in the Dark World: The Vampire Wish Series. The story picks right up where

Book 1, the Vampire Wish, ends. Jacen is tasked with choosing a vampire bride from one of the

other Vampire Kingdoms to help protect the Vale from the wolves. Annika, a human blood slave, is

plotting revenge on Vampire Queen Laila with the help of the most powerful witch in the world,

Geneva, who is currently trapped in a sapphire ring that works similar to Aladdin's Lamp. The

Vampire Princesses arrive at the Vale and vie for Jacen's hand in glorious fashion.This book has so

many plot twists and captivating scenes that it is hard to put down. Again in this book, Michelle

writes in such a way that I feel like I was there as all of the Vampire Princesses were introduced to

Jacen. I also can feel Annika's angst. This is a well written, captivating, and exciting YA book that

bewitches adults as well. I highly recommend this book. Warning: This book ends with a huge

cliffhanger and this series is addictive!!! Enjoy! I voluntarily reviewed an advance copy of this book.

Thank you Michelle! :)

The Vampire Prince is the second book of a new young adult fantasy series by Michelle Madow. In

the first book of the series, The Vampire Wish, we met Annika who had lost her whole family to a

vampire attack and was taken hostage to the hidden vampire kingdom of the Vale where she is kept

as a human blood slave to provide food for the vampires. Also introduced in the first book was

Jacen who was also taken by the vampires against his will but unlike Annika who still remains

human Jacen was turned against his wishes and now fights his desire to kill for blood. Jacen and

Annika met and Jacen tried to help Annika escape but she was taken away with Jacen being led to

believe she died and Annika believing Jacen had betrayed her.Now in The Vampire Prince Annika

finds herself in possession of a magical artifact that has trapped the ancient witch, Geneva.

Whoever controls the ring controls Geneva so Annika now has her power behind her as she

continues to try to get revenge upon the vampires that killed her family and held her hostage.

Meanwhile, Jacen has returned to the kingdom and is being forced to find a bride so with

GenevaÃ¢Â€Â™s help Annika plans to disguise herself and become his bride to have full access to

the palace and destroy The Vale from the inside.As usual Michelle Madow hasnÃ¢Â€Â™t

disappointed me in the least coming up with another great fast paced addition to this series. The

story picked up right after the end of the first book and quickly brought the reader back into the story



as the characters try to recover from the ending of the first book. Always moving at a quick pace and

full of action the story has added in so much more about all of the characters and situations that I

canÃ¢Â€Â™t wait to see what happens at each turn of the page.This second book also has a bit of

Selection or The Bachelor feel to it as Jacen starts looking for a bride. The story isnÃ¢Â€Â™t quite

being done in the same way as either of those but they are definitely brought to mind as the

potential brides arrive at the kingdom including Annika in disguise. Being left right in the middle of

this story line among others going on in the series is the only reason I didnÃ¢Â€Â™t rate a perfect

five but I will most certainly be anxiously awaiting seeing where the story goes in the next

installment and would recommend this to the fantasy/paranormal fans that enjoy fast paced and full

of action reads.I received a free advance copy of this book directly from the author, thank you to

Michelle Madow for allowing me to read early.

This is quickly becoming one of my favorite vampire series ever. Book 2 picks up right where book 1

left off, with Annika finding a magical ring that Geneva, the most powerful witch ever, is trapped

inside. Owning the ring makes Geneva obey her and grant her almost anything she wishes. And

Annika wants power and revenge. Meanwhile, Jacen is heartbroken because he thinks Annika is

dead. He plays along with the vampire version of "the Bachelor", inviting princesses from all the

other kingdoms to compete for his hand in matrimony. Of course, he doesn't know that Annika, with

Geneva's help, is pretending to be one of those princesses. Will they find each other and realize

that they both want to overthrow the queen and bring positive change to the way humans are

treated? Or will the plotters and schemers find a way to thwart their efforts?The book alternates

between Annika's and Jacen's perspective, with an occasional chapter narrated by a side character.

This helps us to see who is scheming and what others are plotting. It also shows us that Annika and

Jacen both want the same things, and if they only weren't so guarded they could work together.

They're perfect for each other, just as they were in the first book before evil characters conspired to

separate them. The plot moves quickly, introducing the major players and storylines. The first book

took place mostly in the human part of the Vale, but this takes place mostly in the palace. We get to

see the other side of society - the privileged and powerful vampires. Although this book wasn't much

shorter than the average Michelle Madow novel, it flew by and was over too quickly. Can't wait to

read the rest of this series. Love these characters!I volunteered to review an ARC of this novel.
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